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>Hi All, I use to open the Pst file every week, i don't know why something just happen. I got this message "The file has been
modified since you last opened it. Do you want to repair the file with the current version?".. --> And then i click Yes, it will go
to the first step. in Step2, it will ask me to sign in, which i Sign in to the account, and click Ok, the have change the logo at
bottom in Step3, it will report this message: "Unable to load location from "" location not supported". what should i do? I have
open the file directly thru disk (PDS) or directly thru my mailbox, but it still give me this message. I am using Outlook 2003
with PDS 2.1 If there is a way to stop sign-in like (copy pst to temp folder) and repair by other way, can i try this? --> ->please
help me to get solution to this... >Hi All, >I use to open the Pst file every week, i don't know why something just happen. >I got
this message "The file has been modified since you last opened it. Do you want to repair the file with the current version?".. >
>And then i click Yes, it will go to the first step. >in Step2, it will ask me to sign in, which i Sign in to the account, and click
Ok, the have change the logo at bottom > >in Step3, it will report this message: "Unable to load location from "" location not
supported". > >what should i do? >I have open the file directly thru disk (PDS) or directly thru my mailbox, but it still give me
this message. >I am using Outlook 2003 with PDS 2.1 > >If there is a way to stop sign-in like (copy pst to temp folder) and
repair by other way, can i try this? >>>please help me to get solution to this... ->i would like to see Hildan - 11.15.2004
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